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quarter inch combination water columns, with gauge cocks, and water glasses; two 4-inch safety valves, with levers marked to 150 pounds pressure; 2-inch check, stop and blow-off valves.
Castings: Two square top, full flush fronts of approved ornamental design, with tight fitting doors, and anchor rods extending the entire length of brick work; six 9-foot binding bars with cross and archor rods; soot door and frame; stack plate and damper. Cast iron skeleton frames suitable for standard sizes of fire brick, to be used in place of back plates. Rocking grates will be furnished and erected by the city.
Openings. The man hole in front head under tubes, and one in shell back of dome, both properly reinforced, and provided with heads, arches and bolts complete; two i% inch openings for water column; one 2-inch for feed and blow off pipe; one 4-inch main steam outlet, and one 4-inch for safety valve; all to be properly reinforced and located as directed by the engineer.
Inspection and Insurance. Before shipment the boilers will be tested and made tight under a water pressure of 150 pounds. Certificate of inspection and insurance policy in the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company, for the sum of $500, for one year must be furnished, for each boiler.
FOUNDATIONS AND BRICK WORK.
(See Drawing.)
The dimensions of foundations for engine, boilers, heaters, pumps, and brick work for furnaces, will be clearly shown in drawings, which must bo accurately followed.
/foundations: All are to be of concrete composed of one part best domestic cement, three parts of clean, sharp sand, and live parts clean, broken stone of sizes that will pass through a 2j4 inch ring; all to be thoroughly mixed, laid quickly, and rammed down solid,
Mxcavations: As per drawing. Remove promptly all earth and other debris. Bottom to be level, ami rammed if necessary.
Iron Work: All bolts and plates for engines and dynamos must be put thoroughly and permanently into position by the contractor. Outside of each bolt place a piece of 2-inch iron pipe, so as to permit some adjustment of the bolts.
Cap Stones: Foundations for heater, and boiler feed pumps will project somewhat above floor line. Each of these will be surmounted by a neatly cut cap stone, 8 inches thick and of proper dimensions.
Boiler Furnaces: To be of well burned red brick, thoroughly wetted before laying; all joints flushed solid; all courses

